INT. HOSPITAL ENTRANCE -DAY

LING
Where have you been? I've had to listen to Forest going on about how he almost found a cure for influenza.
Jackson walks up to the coffee machine and pours himself a mug, turning his back to the others. The four hurry out of the room.
JACKSON
INT. CORRIDOR -CONTINUOUS
The four doctors run through the corridor and to the stairway, Jackson in the lead with Forest, Ling and Fourth Doctor not far behind. Other doctors turn around in alarm as they pass them.
INT. STAIRWAY -CONTINUOUS
Jackson, Forest, Ling and Fourth Doctor scramble up the stairway.
INT. SECOND CORRIDOR -CONTINUOUS
The four doctors run through the corridor. Norm walks the other way,carrying papers. Jackson slams into Norm, setting the papers flying. JACKSON Sorry, Norm.
Jackson keeps running with the others.
INT. STAIRWAY -CONTINUOUS
The location looks exactly the same as the stairway before. The doctors climb the stairway again.
FOREST Remind me why we put our patient so far away from the office. INT. ELEVATOR -SOME TIME LATER An arrow pointing upwards shows on the screen of the elevator. 
INT. SECOND CORRIDOR -CONTINUOUS
